We present a new approach to the problem of matching 3D curves. The approach has an algorithmic complexity sublinear with the number of models, and can operate in the presence of noise and partial occlusions.
.INTRODUCTION
Physicians are frequently confronted with the very practical problem of registrating 3D medical images. For example, when two images provided by complementary imaging modalities must be compared, (such as X-ray Scanner, Magnetic resonance Imaging, Nuclear Medicine, Ultrasound Images), Figure 1 : two different X-ray Scanner images of a skull or when two images of the same type but acquircd at different times and/or in different positions must be superimposed.
A methodology exploited by researchers in the Epidaure Project at Inria, Paris, consists of extracting first highly structured descriptions from 3D images, and then using those descriptions for matching [1] . Characteristic curves describe either topological singularities such as surface borders, hole borders, and simple or multiple junctions, etc., (see [11] ), or differential structures, such as ridges, parabolic lines, and umbilic points [12] . The characteristic curves are stable with respect to rigid tranformations, and can tolerate partial occlusion due to their local nature. They are typically extracted as a connected set of discrete voxels, which provides a much more compact description than the original 3D images (involving a few hundreds of points compared to several million). Figs. 1 and 2 shows an example of ridges extracted from the surface of a skull [13, 18, 4] . These curves can be used to serve as a reference identifying positions and features of the skull and to establish landmarks to match skulls between different individuals, yielding a standard approach for complex skull modeling [5] . The problem we address in this paper is the use of these curves to identify and accurately locate 3D objects. Our approach consists in introducing a new algorithm to approximate a discrete curve by a sufficiently smooth continuous one (a spline) in order to compute intrinsic differential features of second and third order (curvature and torsion). Given two curves, we then wish to find, through a matching algorithm, the longest common portion, up to a rigid transformation. From three possible approaches, specifically: prediction-verification, accumulation and geometric hashing, we retained the third one whose complexity is sublinear in the number of models. We call it an indexation method, and introduce logical extensions of the work of [10, 16, 3] . Our work is also closely related to the work of [2, 7, 17] on the identification and positionning of 3D objects.
In Section 2, we discuss approaches to fitting curves to collections of voxels (points) in 3D imagery. In Section 3, we implement a matching system based on the indexation (geometric hashing), whose complexity is sublinear in the number of models in the database. Certain modifications are required for use with the differentiable spline curve representation, and other enhancements are suggested, in order to make the method robust to partial occlusion of the curves (potentially in multiple sections). We finally introduce alternative invariants for hashing. In sum, we considerably extend previous indexation-based curve-matching methods. In Section 4, we provide experimental results obtained using real data.
2.APPROXIMATION OF NOISY CURVES WITH B-SPLINES
We constrain the approximation to fit the data to within a maximum deviation distance, which is a parameter that depends on knowledge of expected errors due to image acquisition, discretisation and boundary detection (see [12] ). B-spline curves, which include the class of polygonal curves, can readily provide differential information at any point along the spline curve, and satisfy certain optimality properties, viz., they minimise a certain measure of the bending energy [9] . There is an extensive literature on B-splines We provide a very brief introduction, using the notation of [3, 16] . Given a sequence of n+ 1 points P(x, y2, z), i = 0..n in 3-space, a CK_2 approximating B-spline consists of the following components:
1. A control polygon of m+ 1 points is given, such that V(X, Z3),j = 0..m are known points; 2. We are given m+1 real-valued piecewise polynomial functions, B,K(ü), representing the basis splines, which are functions of the real variable 11 and consist of polynomials of degree K-i, and are globally of class C'_2 • The location in 3-space of the approximating curve for a given parameter value ü is given by: Q(u) = >VBj ,K(ü). 
It is not hard to show that:
Thus quadratic splines, the (B,3), are C', cubic splines (B,4), are C2, etc. Because of this simple formula, we may incorporate contraints on the derivatives in our measure of the quality of an approximation, for the process of finding the best control points and knots, and we will also be able to easily make use of differential measures of the curve for matching purposes.
A Previous approximation scheme
We next recall a classic approximation scheme due to Barsky [3] . This scheme has been used by St-Marc and Médioni [16] for curve matching. Our emphasis is on the shortcomings of the approach for our objectives and on proposed modifications.
Given n+ 1 data points P(x, y, z), i = O..n , we seek m+ 1 control vertices V , j = O..m and m + K corresponding knots ü, , j = 0..m + K minimizing the sum of square distances between the B-spline Q(u) of degree K-i and the data P2. The notion of distance between a spline Q(u) and a data point P2 is based on the parameter value ü, where the curve Q(u) comes closes to P2. Thus, the criterion to minimize is:
The calculation of the ü values is critical, since IIQ(u) -PII is supposed to represent the Euclidian distance of the point P to the curve. On the other hand, an exact calculation of the values ü is difficult, since they depend implicitly on the solution curve Q(ü). As an expedient, Barsky suggests using for ü2 the current total length of the polygonal curve from Po to P. Thus as an estimate, we can use ii = IJPk+1 _ PkIj. If B is the m+1 by n+1 matrix of the Bj,K(üj), X the m+1 by 3 control vertices matrix and x the n+ 1 by 3 matrix of data points coordinates, L can we written as IIBtX _ x112. Differentiating with respect to X leads to:
Because XtBBtX = IIBtXII2, we know that A and B have the same rank. Thus if m < n A is positive definite up to numerical error. If the approximating curve is not a closed curve then A is a band matrix of band size K and X can be determined in linear time with respect to m with a Choleski decomposition.
In working with this method, we have observed that m+1, the number of control points, must be quite large in order to obtain a good visual fit to the data points. Worse, small amplitude oscillations often appear, corrupting the derivative information, and making derivative-based matching methods unworkable. For example, using the synthetic data of a noisy helix (Fig. 3a) , we reconstruct Fig. 3b using the Barsky method for spline approximation. It can be seen that curvature and torsion measurements along the approximation curve will be unstable. In the next section, we explain how the results shown in Figs. 3c and 3d are obtained.
Improvements 2. 2. 1 . Better knot distribution
The vertices of an approximating polygonal path will concentrate around locations of high curvature [14] . We make use of this property to distribute B-Spline knots non-uniformly with respect to segment lengths, so that the knots are denser around high curvature points. In this way, the B-spline having a well defined number of knots m + K (and consequently of vertices m + 1), will more closely approximate these portions of the curve. In order to cope with noise, the tolerance level of the polygonal fit must exceed the standard deviation on the position of the points.
However, we utilize the following approach to locate the initial placements of the points representing the locations of closest approach to the data points, ü: Rather than following Barsky's suggestion (which makes use of the interpolating polygonal path, as opposed to the approximating polygonal path), we simply project each point P onto the approximating polygonal path and consider the relative position of the projected points in terms of total chordlength of the path.
Improved distance estimates [15}
We next study the distance between a point and a polynomial curve of arbitrary degree. The true ui corresponds to the minimum of IIQ(u) -Pil. Let us thus consider the following equation, where fL i5 unknown:
We update ii by a Newton Raphson iteration, using the quantity 6 =F(u)/F'(u). For a detailed calculation, the reader may refer to [8] . Despite their apparent complexity, these computations are not very expensive, since BK and B.K were necessarily calculated before B3,K (by the recursive definition). Moreover, once all ui are updated by the amounts 6, we must once again solve the linear system for new control vertices {V}.
Minimization of curvature
Cubic B-splines minimize, among all interpolants, the norm of the second derivative [9] . Alternative criteria can be posed for smoothing; for example, we might choose to minimize a weighted sum of the squared second derivatives of the approximating curve (evaluated at the projection points) together with the distance error from the data points: and Var designates the observed variance of the argument values over the index i. The second term is related to the bending energy of the spline. Since the second derivative values are linear in terms of control vertices, L2 is again quadratic, the construction and complexity are as before, and the result is a spline. Fig. 3d illustrates results of minimizing z2.
Incorporation of surface normals
Finally, we assume that the curve is supposed to lie in a surface whose normals are known. Thus, at every point along the approximating curve, the tangent direction should lie normal to the surface normal n. Accordingly, we penalize our optimization criterion by a measure of the violations of this condition: Note that the surface normals are a function of position, and must be provided in all of three-space (or in any case, near the surface), even though the normal vector field is only truly defined on the surface. This is the case when dealing with 3D medical images including (possibly noisy) iso-intensity surfaces. The gradient of the intensity function is identified with the surface normal direction, and is available at any 3D point. In [12], a study on the stability of such measurements is provided. Finally, L3 is still quadratic, but due to the scalar product, variables cannot be separated and the system size is multiplied by three. the regularization parameters r = (a2/a1)2 and v = (a3/o1)2 are arbitrarily chosen so that L\2 and have no unit. We will describe and compare in a forthcoming report automatic methods to optimize 'r and ii.
3.INDEXING FOR CURVE MODEL MATCHING
Formally, our problem is stated as follows: we are given a set of model curves {M} and an extracted (unknown) curve S. We wish to: (i) identify a curve M which has the largest subset of points in common with S after a rigid transformation; and (ii) specify that rigid transformation that best associates the two curves.
In a preprocessing phase, we construct an indexation table, where entries are associated with pairs of values (c , 'r). For each pair, a list of entries of the form is formed, denoting the fact that point number j on model M has a curvature and torsion value that is close to (c, 'r). Note that the models curves have been sampled according to the original sampling in the image.
During the recognition phase, we walk along the list of points of S, and for each point Si we examine the list of entries associated with the index c(s1) , 'i(Si). For each entry rn2,3 in the list, we compute a six-parameter rigid transformation (see [8] ) that would bring the point on S at s into correspondence with the point of model M. We register a vote for the pair (Mi, This is NOT Hough transform. In Hough transform, a hypothesis votes for a hyperplane in parameter space. Thus cluster detection is inefficient (see [19] ). We instead vote for a single point.
After processing all of the n points along S, we locate the pairs of the form (model, displacement) that have received a lot of votes (relative to some error measure in displacements), and verify the indicated matches. The complexity of the recognition phase, disregarding the preprocessing, is essentially independent of the number of models. The apparent complexity lies somewhere between 0(n) and 0(n2), depending on the level of quantization of the index space according to curvature and torsion.
This description of the method of indexation is essentially the "geometric hashing" method of Kishon and Wolfson [10] , updated in one important aspect. They use a polygonal representation of the curves, and thus vote for a model and a displacement length, representing a difference between the arclength locations of the point s and the candidate matching point measured relative to some reference point along each curve's representation. Since our representation of the curves includes a differentiable structure and thus Frénet frames, we may include the explicit calculation of the entire rigid transformation as part of the recognition process. The advantage of our method is that the arclength parametrization can suffer from inaccuracies and accumulative errors, whereas the six-parameter rigid transformation suffers only from local representation error. Another advantage of voting for rigid transformations is that we may use a statistical method to compute a distance between two such transformations, and incorporate this into the voting process and the indexation 3.1. Enhancements to the indexation method 3 .1. 1 . Indexation table quantization Guided by [6] , we collect statistics based on experiments with simulation and real data, described in [8] . These statistics provide expected variances for the curvature and torsion values of typical noisy curves, and also covariance values for pairs of values taken from intra-and inter-curve pairs of points. In order to establish an "optimal" discretization cell size in the (c, -r) space, we study these covariance values.
Metric for rigid transformations
At the same time, we compute covariance values for the six-parameter rigid transformations that are obtained by matching points along a scene curve with model curves. The resulting covariance matrix is used in the definition of the Mahalanobis distance metric which we subsequently use to determine the proximity of two distinct rigid transformations.
( Ut, Un, Ub), again measured in the basis frame. If the curve lies in a plane, then rt will always be zero, in which case it is preferable to use the representation (9, 9, 8b), angles between the vectors of the frame at B and of the frame at P. We investigate in [8] the utility of these various invariants, and observe that 9t and ut are more stable than torsion, and have a greater discrimination power than lull.
New indexation methods
In the preprocessing phase of the model curves, a basis point B is selected for each such curve, and the (c, 9t, uj) parameters are calculated for every point P on the (sampled) curve. This computation is repeated for every model curve, arid for extremal curvature basis points B along the curve. In this way, the information about the model curves are stored into a three-dimensional table, indexed by (c, O,, Ut). In each bin of this table, entries consist of a model curve, a point on that curve (together with the corresponding Frénet frames), and a basis point B also on the curve.
For the recognition algorithm, a basis point is selected on an unknown curve, and transformations are computed from that basis point to other points along the curve. For each such computation, the parameters (c, O, Ut) map to a bin in the three-dimensional table, which gives rise to votes for model/basis pairs, similar to before. This procedure applies also to curves in multiple sections ( features are exclusively local), and last to scattered points associated with curvature information and a local reference frame. Experimental results are reported in the next section.
4.RESULTS
Using two views (A and B) of a skull from real X-ray Scanner data, we used existing software (see [13] ) to find ridge points, and then fed these points into the curve smoothing algorithm of Section 2. For each view, the sub-mandibular rim, the sub-orbital ridges, the nose contour and other curves were identified.
Using the indexation algorithm of Section 3.1.4, we preprocessed all curves from A, also in the reverse orientation if necessary (to cope with orientation problems), and built the indexation table, based on measurements of (c, 9, ut) along the curves. Applying the indexation-based recognition algorithm, curves from B were successfully identified. The resulting transformations were applied to all curves from B and superimposed matches (model, scene) appear in Figs. 4b to 4d. We next run our algorithm on the chin and right orbit curves considered as one single curve (Fig. 4e) and finally on all curves simultaneously (Fig. 4f) . CPU times on a DEC-workstation (in seconds) for recognition and positionning are summarized in the following Note that incorporating more curves increases the likelihood of the match. We thus start from a local curve match and end up with one global rigid transformation. We then experimented the matching using scattered points (several hundreds) on the surface of the objet, selected for the high curvature value on the surface and associated with a surface frame {13J (Fig 4g) . Last, we registered the entire skull by just applying the transformation that superimposed the two submandibular curves. Incorporating the match of the orbital ridge curves, we improved the overal rigid transformation estimate, resulting in a more precise correspondence (Fig 5) .
Our latest results involving large data obtained with the marching lines algorithm [18] are reported in Fig 6. 
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